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A Chat with the DJ
MB.. You Have very kindly agreed to do a mix for the podcast but I feel its
always good for listeners to get to know you a little with a 5 step Q & A..
So we know that you play the deep, melodic and progressive style but when
did you start to DJ and what made you take the step from punter to player ??
(as in the DJ kind)
K Loveski:
I started to DJ back in 1992, in the golden era of house and rave. Total
obsession with the music was the main trigger. I also had a feeling that I’ve got
something special to say in that field.

MB.. If you can share one musical memory with us, as a DJ or punter, which
has lodged itself in the memory bank, what is it??
K Loveski:
There are obviously so many of them. Acting as an official go-go dancer on of
the first proper Russian raves Gagarin Party 2 in Moscow in 1992 was definitely
the memorable one. The main DJs of the night were the guys from BrainClub in
London if that rings a bell to someone. The next day I was in the news on the
first state TV channel all over the country together with my friend. The feeling
of climbing the top of the world appeared very soon.

MB.. Tell us about a significant moment in your Dj’ing career?? (A warm up
slot for a name, release of a track, the moment we asked you to do a mix J !!)

K Loveski:
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There will be more than one also but OK… Once I was warming up before
Marshall Jefferson («Move Your Body» from 1986, right?). We were not
interacting too much. And while he was still playing I entered the DJ booth to
get my stuff, I was nearly leaving it when he took me by the hand and said
«Hey man, you’ve played some really cool stuff».

MB: What are your 5 all time significantly important and memorable house
tracks, ever….. The ones which you hear and it takes you to a time and place
and just makes you smile !!!!!
K Loveski:
Gat Decors - «Passion» always do this trick, Paul Rogers «Krafty», Underworld
«Cowgirl», Aphex Twin «Analogue Bubblebath» Finitribe «Ace Love Deuce’
(Justin Robertson Remix).
MB.. What is your favourite place in the world and what makes it so special to
you ??
K Loveski:
St. Petersburg because it’s gorgeous, Goa because it’s magic.

